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China is a hot market for luxury goods. China is now the
second-largest consumer of luxury goods in the world. Affluent Chinese are playing a key role in shifting China from
being the world's factory, to the world's marketplace. In
China, Women are the main consumer groups of luxury
brands.
What are the primary motivations for
women’s consumption of Luxury Brands?
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Exploring “Motives” of Luxury Brand Consumption in China

 Women luxury brand market represents a large proportion of luxury consumption in China
Women luxury brand market is increasingly receiving attention
as it represents a large proportion of luxury consumption in
China. In China women’s role is no longer restricted to their
domestic influence. Their influence in the consumer market is
increasing being felt.
The root cause of course their changing economic and social
role which has evolved extremely rapid since 1980s. They acquired a higher profile, greater demands and increased expectations in the process. Therefore, marketers are beginning to be
aware of the size of this market and to re-valued their marketing
strategies in order to position their products/services for this
market more efficiently. As for the luxury consumption, marketers who get their marketing strategy right can serve a slice of an
increasingly lucrative sector of the market.

 A recently research shows that there are 5 primary motivations for
Chinese women’s consumption of luxury brands:
To show personal taste (21%)
This group try to express own unique personality and taste through the consumption of luxury brands and differentiate themselves from others.
To highlight status (21%)
Females in this group buy luxury brands mainly to show their wealth, identity
and status and prove they are not ordinary people.
To ensure the quality of life (19%)
Women in this group trust the stability and reliability associated with the high
quality of luxury brands.
To use luxury as a lubricant (21%)
These women use luxury as a lubricant for their social and personal networks.
To release self, show true temperament (18%).
Females in this group are not satisfied with the
status quo, hunger for change and release.
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The first motive - To show personal taste
Personality & Taste & Differentiate

This group is the largest. Females driven by this motive
want to express their own unique personality and taste
through the consumption of luxury brands and differentiate themselves from others through distinctive taste and
temperament.

Group characteristics
This group attaches great importance to life and is more concerned about life
itself (72%) than work.
They know a substantial amount about luxuries, they are convinced that “it is
luxury brands that lead fashion”. They do not buy “big brands”, It is their desire
to spend less for more things.
More than 40% work in private enterprises/ private sector , most are ordinary
staff possessing a rich knowledge of luxury brands, they like luxury brands, but
still have relatively weak spending power.
They like to read “Rayli”(瑞丽 ) and browse female sites - such as lady.163.com,
women.sohu.com, kimiss.com, 51.com, etc.
Regarding access to information in luxury brands, they mainly gain this from the
brand’s official website (28%), fashion/ lifestyle guide/ books (19%), and the
recommendations of professionals/ fashion talents (15%). They concern themselves less with official Weibo of luxury brands.
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The second motive - To highlight status
Wealth & Identity & Status

The group with this motive ranks 2nd in scale(21%).
Females in this group buy luxury brands mainly to
show their wealth, identity and status and prove they
are not ordinary people. They try to edge themselves
into upper society.

Group characteristics

Women from this group are greatly concerned with their appearance and image, and are willing to “spend more money on them”
(75%).
In their point of view, “luxury is a symbol of status” (32.5%). Thus,
the proportion of this group in the purchase of luxury brands was just
over the “group of taste” while lower than buyers with other motivations.
They read magazines less with their favorite magazine being
“Vogue Fashion and Beauty” (25%). They also browse women’s
sites less, compared with the aforementioned group.
In terms of access to luxury brands, they mainly obtain information
from the luxury brand counters/ stores (35%), recommendation
by professionals/ fashion talents (16%), and video sites (12%).
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The third motive - To ensure the quality of life
Trust stability, reliability & Reduce risk & Enjoy a life
The group of women motivated by this quality account for about 21 to 22%.
They trust the stability and reliability associated with the high quality of luxury
brands.
They believe luxury brands can reduce unnecessary risk. As they don’t need
to worry about the quality, they can enjoy a life of comfort and stability.

This group can also be further divided into two smaller subgroups:

High-quality group, almost picky
about the quality of life (9.3%).
The purpose of this group when buying

luxury brands is to effectively control their
lives and wealth; they are unwilling to take
any unnecessary risks, and try to avoid
quality risks in non-luxury brands.


They only “buy brand-name products, as
they can guarantee high quality” (52%).
They say their “quality of life is often praised
by others” (65%).


They think “luxury brands provide quality” (58%), “luxury consumption is a way of
life” (30%), “the value of luxuries is higher
than their prices” (17%), and “luxury products are popular and famous” (11%).

Group of comfort (11.6%).


Women from this group stress the
comfort and reliability of luxury
brands in purchase, so they can feel
assured, safe and cared for.


They do not value the aspect that
“luxury brands lead the fashion”
(8%), but are more concerned with
the luxury brands’ “long history and
culture” (19%), “their rareness and
onlyowned by a small number of
people” (11%), and the claim that
“they are from Europe or the United
States” (7%).


They want luxury brands to promote their
“maturity”, “professionalism”, “reliability”,
which mean fewer risks to them.
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The fourth motive - To use luxury as a lubricant
Societal demand & decorate families
To use luxury as a lubricant for their social and personal networks (19%), which can also be divided into two subgroups.

To show love (13.2%)
Women with this motive buy luxury brands for people
they love. In their opinion, “to create a happy home
embodies a woman's greatest value”(80%), and “luxury
brands can give/ bring a fantastic experience”.

Social impressions (5.5%)
This group purchases luxury goods to meet societal
demand, as they want to have a commanding presence in the social network. They like the social life,
like to be with friends, and show themselves.
They “would like to spend more money to decorate
their families” (73%). They like to be with friends,
as “the views of my friends are very important to
me” (71%). They like to be “well-dressed and wear
good makeup only to feel attractive” (69%).
They also want to keep up with “international trends and
fashion” (54%). They strongly oppose the point that “work is
the greatest source of accomplishment” (48%); rather, they
believe strongly that social interaction makes life more
meaningful.
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The fifth motive - To release self, show true temperament

Sensitive & Not satisfied & not necessary
Women of this group are often sensitive. They are
not satisfied with their present state of life, nor do
they care about their appearance or image.
They do not want to please others, and oppose the
notion that “to create a happy family embodies a
woman’s greatest value”.
They don’t like to gather with their friends, buy new products or things that are
unique. In their opinion, “luxury is expensive”(31%), and luxuries are “things
that are not necessary in life” (22%).
They buy luxury items mostly with the hope to “meet their spiritual expectation
and desire” (22%), “a real selfindulgence”.

Group characteristics
This group has higher income; people of this group
generally work for state-owned enterprises as executives and ordinary staff.
They prefer to read “COSMOPOLITAN”, “Raily”
(瑞丽), and “ELLE DECORATION”(家居廊). Their
major source of luxury brand information comes from
“luxury brand counters/ stores” (36%).“Going to Hong
Kong and Macao or asking friends and relatives to
buy luxury brands from HK and Macao” are the major
methods of purchase.
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